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Introduction 

Our Vision 
 

With fertilisers making up 30% of the 

Australian garden market, and Nutri 

Corp. holding only 3% of the market 

share, it is critical that Organicare 

(formally known as Nutriplex) be 

marketed sufficiently.  

 

Our campaign will aim to play to the 

emotions of the audience via Australia 

and Australian imagery/history, while 

maintaining honest and transparent 

communication of our product and its 

features.  

 

With Organicare, we wish to not only 

increase Nutri Corp.’s market share, but 

increase brand recall, loyalty and push 

the features of our product’s longevity 

and benefits.  
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Consumer Insights 
 

 
Utilising the brief provided, we found key consumer insights 

that we aim to tackle or harness to our advantage in this 

campaign. These include: 

• Consumers desire long term soil improvement (30%) 

• A fast acting product (26%) 

• A product that is good for the environment (19%) 

• Fertilises and retains moisture (15%) 

• Product is odourless (7%) 

• The cost of the product (3%) 

For Organicare, outside of the product not being fast acting 

and the unimportance of the odour of the product itself, it 

succeeds in covering all crucial aspects of what consumers 

consider important. 
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Consumer Profile 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Demographics

• Primary- homeowners, age 45-65.

• Secondary- white collar workers, age 30-45, A,B,C socio-economic status 
or retirees.

• Commonalities- no gender skew, radio, social media and magazine 
inclined.

Psychographics

• Needs- reliable and effective product, results from product usage.

• Wants- trustworthy brand, results from product usage, good value.

• Desires- well known brand, recommendations from friends/family or 
professionals, fast results, a garden they can be proud of.

• Fears- unknown or not well known brand, differing results from new 
products (skeptical).

Benefits
Factual

• Organic

• Recycled 

• All purpose

• Longer lasting effects

• Tangible results

• Consumer is in control

• Greater overall results compared to 
Dynamic Lifter

Emotive

• Personal creation

• Consumer is in control

• Homely/calming

• Opportunity to build consumer trust

• Anyone can use

• Brings a sense of pride and 
achievement 

• Hobby catalyst 
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Creative Worksheet, Nutri Corp. - Brandon Lowe 
 
Promise Benefits  Be Visible  Be Relevant 

FACTUAL 
BENEFITS 
(interchangeable 
with some brand 
promises) 

BRAND PROMISES  CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS 

• Organic 

• Recycled 

• All purpose 

• Longer lasting 
compared to 
Dynamic Lifter 

• Effective for up 
to 16 weeks 

• Customer 
controlled 
usage 

• Organic 

• Recycled 

• All purpose 

• Longer lasting 
compared to 
Dynamic Lifter 

• Effective for up to 
16 weeks 

 

Primary 

• Homeowners 

• Aged 45-65 
Secondary 

• White collar workers 

• Aged 30-45 

• A,B,C socio-economic or retirees 
Commonalities 

• No gender skew 

• Listens to radio, accesses social 
media and magazine inclined 

EMOTIONAL 
BENEFITS  

Expressive  CUSTOMER PSYCHOGRAPHICS 

• Personal 
creation 

• Customer 
controlled 
usage 

• Homely/calming  

• Possibility to 
become trusted 
brand 

• Hobby catalyst  

• Brings pride 
and 
achievement to 
customer 

• Anyone can 
use 

• Aim to appeal to 
emotions of target 
audience 

• Focus on 
Australia/Australian 
beauty/history??? 

• Be transparent 

• Be honest  

• Be personal? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Including needs, wants, desires, 
fears 
Needs 

• Reliable, effective product 

• Results from product usage 
Wants 

• Trustworthy brand 

• Results from product usage 

• Good value  
Desires 

• Well known brand 

• Recommendations from friends, 
family, professionals or social 
proofing 

• Fast results 
Fears 

• Unknown/not well known brand 

• Differing results from new products 
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The Big Idea 
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The key aspects of Organicare are its positive impact and its longevity on a 

consumer’s garden. After researching the brief and creating a mind-map and 

creative worksheet, we came up with a big idea that holds to these aspects.  

 

 
 

What is the Big Idea? 

We believe that due to both the primary and secondary audiences we plan on 

targeting, we can utilise emotional storytelling and a personal feeling for the 

viewer. We have decided to use the Australian culture, history, and identity to 

deliver our campaign. By doing this, it will create a trustworthy nature surrounding 

the brand and enable it to become memorable. We want a consumer to think when 

Organicare comes to mind: trustworthiness, organic, long-lasting quality, a caring 

brand, honest, and proudly Australian made/owned. As recommendations are 

highly regarded in relation to fertilisers, we wish Organicare to be described as “a 

high quality, proudly Australian product, from a brand who is overjoyed to support 

its consumers”.  
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The Creative Concept 
 

Executing the big idea of the “Australiana” nature of the campaign will go as 

follows. Our general concept we wish to hold true to throughout the advertising 

shall be emotional storytelling, reinforced by the spirit of Australia where 

necessary/possible. All the ads will focus on Organicare and its main features we 

wish to weave into the advertising, rich quality and longevity, with the 

backdrop/context of Australia. We aim to compare and relate our product with the 

rich history and landscape of Australia, and instill these thoughts in our consumers, 

prompting emotions and pride when thinking of or purchasing Organicare. 

Drawing from various events such as Gough Whitlam’s returning of the land to the 

Gurindji people, symbolized by the passing of the soil, to the rugged, rich 

landscape of Australia itself. We want the consumer to believe they are having an 

impact on the lives of their loved ones around them and that they are contributing 

to the growth Australia by letting their gardens thrive. The video advertisement 

shall aim to have the most impact, however it is important to utilise print, 

billboard, and social media advertising also.  
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Headlines 

 

Chosen Headline 
 

“Ready to play your part in Australia’s history?” 

 

Body Copy 
 

“What do people think when they hear the word “Australia”? Many would say “the 

land down under” or they would imagine the vast landscapes, or the vibrant cities, 

or our amazing people throughout history… We want YOU to think of all these 

things, and put them into a package… a care package, just for you… this simple 

gift can give you the opportunity to have a say in our Australian story, from your 

very own backyard… so what are you waiting for??? Time to get your hands dirty, 

let the hard yakka speak for itself.” 

 

Tagline 
 

“Life seeded, the Australian way”  
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Print Ad 
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Ready to play your part in 

Australia’s history? 

With Organicare, 

you can. Our rich, 

long lasting 

fertiliser will 

provide your 

garden with the 

love it deserves. 

Organicare, life seeded, the 

Australian way. 

*Insert Instagram hyperlink to 

website* 

 

Social Media Ad 

 
Instagram Slides 

 

 

  

*Facebook’s ad design will feature 

the same design as Instagram to 

maintain consistency* 
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Billboard Ad 
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Radio Commercial Script 

 
Duration: 30 Seconds 

 

External sounds, commercial begins with sounds of Australia, i.e. Bush, 

Kookaburra, crickets, etc. Commercial slowly fades into common garden 

sounds, i.e. toiling soil, insects, birds, calming, etc. 

 

Emphasise sounds, let the listener immerse in the sounds of Australia. 

 

Script: 

 

*External sounds begin* 

 

Speaker: “Australia, rugged, harsh, unforgiving… but beautiful… the sounds of 

Australia speak for themselves.” 

 

(15 seconds in, shift to garden sounds) 

 

Speaker: “But what does YOUR Australia sound like? Your personal slice of 

home. With Organicare, you can make that feeling last, like Australia itself, 

Organicare makes your garden LAST. Our rich, organic and long lasting fertiliser 

is Australia’s gift to you… Organicare, life seeded, the Australian way.” 

 

END COMMERCIAL 
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Television Ad 

 
Duration: 30 Seconds 

 

Utilise visuals and song above a script. 

 

Visuals: Begin first 5-10 seconds with B-roll of Australian landscape/iconic 

scenery. Next 10 seconds, scenes of people from different backgrounds, cultures 

and ages, smiling directly into camera. Final 10 seconds, each of the same people 

holding their palms to the camera, dirty with fertiliser, their faces are now blurred. 

End with image of Gough Whitlam handing the soil back to the Gurindji people, 

then fading to black with the Organicare logo, followed by strapline “Organicare, 

life seeded, the Australian way”. 

 

Song: I Am Australian (We Are Australian) by The Seekers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjkrjYitgeA  

 

Style: Can be altered to fit time/feeling if necessary, or kept original 

depending on final decision. 

 

Usage: Chorus 

 

We are one 

But we are many 

And from all the lands on earth we come 

We'll share a dream 

And sing with one voice 

I am, you are, we are Australian 

 

Possibility to use alteration and combination of verse lyrics: 

 

i.e. verses 1-5, however may be too long, thus sticking to chorus 

https://genius.com/The-seekers-i-am-australian-lyrics  

 

Final audio seconds of commercial: 

 

“Organicare, life seeded, the Australian way.”  
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjkrjYitgeA
https://genius.com/The-seekers-i-am-australian-lyrics
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Creative Rationale 

 
We believe that after all of the preparation, drafting, and brainstorming, that our 

big idea of “Australiana” will successfully and efficiently advertise Organicare as a 

product. By utilising our big idea, not only do we relate Australia’s richness and 

longevity with the product itself but grant an emotional link with the product and 

brand. Via the principles of our big idea, Organicare can appeal to both our 

primary and secondary audiences, and furthermore expand our audience to 

uncommon demographics with our inclusive advertising concepts. The key factor 

we believe we can focus on is the emotive benefits of the product and brand. We 

believe that the emotive benefits of the product and brand perfectly fit with our 

“Australiana” big idea, thus choosing this as our emotive theme across all forms of 

advertising.  

 

We found that due to our big idea, the visual storytelling concept was the most 

valuable and primary way of delivering our message through all mediums of 

advertising. Radio was the only medium which we have to rely on emotions via 

sound. Furthermore, by making our TV commercial the main and most invested in 

medium for our advertising delivery, and combining both strong visuals and sound, 

our big idea can be fully visualised and deliver its full potential. 

 

With the right execution, Nutri Corp. can utilise Australia’s history, heritage, 

culture and people to help slingshot Organicare into the fertiliser market as a 

contender to Dynamic Lifter, and with the love and support of the consumers, 

make Organicare a product and brand to be remembered.  

 

 

 

By Brandon Lowe 

(u3204901) 


